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Chapter 1681

Hiroshi Tanaka didn’t expect that after hearing the news of Charlie’s arrival in Japan, the
young lady’s voice suddenly would become extremely excited.

He couldn’t help but secretly said, “Isn’t what I said just now is not clear enough? This
Charlie is cheating your father for four and a half billion! Why do you seem to be excited
when you hear that he is coming to Japan?”

However, Koichi Tanaka naturally did not dare to ask this question.

At this time, Nanako saw that he did not respond, and hurriedly asked him: “Tanaka,
answer me quickly! Master Wade really came to Japan?”

Koichi Tanaka can only honestly say: “Yes, Miss, he came to Japan, he’s in Tokyo, I saw
him today.”

Nanako asked, “He came to Japan, did you see him in Kobayashi Pharmaceutical?”

“Yes.” Hiroshi Tanaka answered truthfully: “don’t know if the situation is too specific, but
it should be to take Kobayashi Pharmaceutical.”

Nanako felt a little regretful, and thought to herself: “If Master Wade came to Japan just
to receive Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals, then he should only stay in Tokyo for a few
days. After the business is finished, I am afraid he will return to China? He certainly
won’t come to Kyoto, then I definitely won’t have the chance to see him…”

Thinking of this, Nanako suddenly had a very strong idea in his heart, she wanted to go
to Tokyo, she wanted to see Charlie!



So she hurriedly asked Koichi Tanaka: “Tanaka, do you know Master Wade will stay in
Tokyo for a few days?”

Hiroshi Tanaka said awkwardly: “Miss, don’t know this too well…”

Nanako hurriedly said, “I’ll let steward prepare and take the car to Tokyo tomorrow
morning.”

“Back to Tokyo?” Tanaka asked, “Miss, didn’t you always want to cultivate your body in
Kyoto? Why do you suddenly want to come back at this time? Is it…Is it for Mr.
Charlie?”

“Yes!” Nanako blurted out without thinking, “I want to see Master Wade, if I don’t come
back, I’m afraid there will be no chance!”

Tanaka Hiroshi suddenly realized that something seemed to be wrong.

He couldn’t help thinking in his heart:

“The eldest lady has always been extremely reserved, and has never been confused
because of any opposite s3x.”

“But now, she is very excited about the news that Charlie came to Tokyo, and even
plans to return to Tokyo to see him tomorrow morning. This is really abnormal…”

“Could it be…”

“Could it be that the eldest lady is already stunned by Charlie?!”

When Tanaka Hiroshi thought of this, his whole person was already shocked. He
secretly said: “The eldest lady has always admired superior martial arts masters, and
Charlie is also a master of masters. His strength is so staggering that she is really
tempted by him. , It makes sense…”

“But… the president is a complete nationalist. He has made it clear that he will marry a
young lady in the future to someone from Japan and she must not marry a man from
any country. If the lady really likes Charlie, if it is known by the president, he will
definitely be angry!”



At this point, Tanaka Hiroshi hurriedly said: “Miss, I can’t do anything!”

Nanako asked in surprise, “Why Tanaka?”

Hiroshi Tanaka blurted out: “If the president knows that you have a deep love for Mr.
Charlie, he will definitely be very angry. Not only will he not see Mr. Charlie, but you may
also even be forbidden by the president, and he may make faster your marriage plan!”

Chapter 1682

Although Nanako and Koichi Tanaka were separated by the phone, she blushed
instantly at his words.

She vaguely explained: “Tanaka…you…you misunderstood, I…I didn’t…not to Mr.
Charlie. ….. Heart is born…love…”

Hiroshi Tanaka sighed: “Miss, I have served the Ito family for many years and have
been by your side for a long time. I still know you very well. You don’t have to hide
things from me, and I don’t want to explore your privacy. The key is , If you can see your
thoughts from the bottom of the page, the president will have the eyes of a torch, and it
will be impossible to hide it. you will not see Mr. Charlie, but will leak your thoughts in
front of the president… .”

“This…” Nanako was speechless.

She knew that Koichi Tanaka was out of good intentions, so he reminded her.

She also knows that her father, Ito Yuhiko, would never allow herself to have any
possibility of development with foreign men. He has made it clear to her countless times
that he can only accept that she will marry a Japanese in the future, and it is purely
Japanese not even someone of Japanese descent.

As for the others, even the immigrants from China and the Korean Peninsula one or two
hundred years ago and those who have lived in Japan for three or four generations are
not purely Japanese in his eyes.



Just like the chairman of the SoftBank Group that invested in Alibaba, Sun Masayoshi,
although he is the richest man in Japan, in the eyes of Ito Takehiko, he is not Japanese
at all.

Because Sun Masayoshi’s grandfather’s generation was originally from Daegu, South
Korea.

Many years ago, Sun Masayoshi was born and raised in Japan when he immigrated
from Daegu, South Korea to Japan to work as a miner.

In the eyes of most people, he is already a standard Japanese.

However, in the eyes of a nationalist like Takehiko Ito, Sun Masayoshi can only be
regarded as a Korean Japanese at best.

This is like Americans who treat Chinese Americans like Chinese. Even if Chinese
Americans have American citizenship, they are still regarded as Chinese in the eyes of
some Americans.

It is precisely because Nanako knows her father very well that she is afraid of her hasty
decision.

Koichi Tanaka is right. If she suddenly returns to Tokyo and insists on meeting Charlie,
Ito Yuhiko will definitely be very angry, and may even impose a foothold on Nanako, or
even directly interfere with her freedom of marriage. Find her a marriage partner and
force her to marry.

Thinking of this, Nanako was extremely disappointed, and she murmured: “Thank you
Tanaka, I understand…”

Hiroshi Tanaka hurriedly asked: “Miss, will you return to Tokyo tomorrow?”

Nanako bit her lower lip lightly and remained silent for a long time. Then she said sadly:
“I don’t want to go back, so as to avoid accidents, it won’t be good if I trouble Master
Wade.”

Hiroshi Tanaka breathed a sigh of relief and said: “Miss is wise, now the president is
very annoyed with Mr. Charlie. If it weren’t for the cooperation of the Su family at the



moment, the president would have thought of a way to deal with him. , If you come to
Tokyo to meet Mr. Charlie at this time, you will definitely add fuel to the fire…”

Nanako whispered, full of loss, “I know Tanaka, besides, can I ask you something?”

Hiroshi Tanaka said in a hurry: “Miss, if you have anything to do, please give orders!”

Nanako said: “If father’s conflict with Master Wade intensifies, please Tanaka must stop
my father, and don’t do anything to hurt Master Wade because of his urgency…”

Hiroshi Tanaka said embarrassingly: “Miss, to be honest, Mr. Charlie now has
president’s 4.5 billion USD. Even if you like him, you can’t turn your elbow out!”

Nanako said very seriously: “I am not trying to protect Master Wade, but to protect my
father. The Ito family is not Master Wade’s opponent. If Master Wade is offended, there
will be a disaster…”

Chapter 1683

Nanako knew very well that Charlie’s strength was far beyond his own.

After being injured, Mr. Yamamoto Kazuki once said that Charlie’s abolition of his palm
was not just Abnere force, but with the internal energy mentioned in Chinese martial
arts, which really destroyed his muscles and veins. It is this kind of inner strength.

Yamamoto Kazuki has also come into contact with some ninjutsu masters. Although his
actual combat ability is much worse than that of ninjutsu masters, at least he can
perform a few tricks under the hands of ninjutsu masters, unlike in front of Charlie.
There is nothing to resist.

It can be seen that Charlie’s strength is even far above that of ninjutsu masters.

It was when Nanako recognized this, she knew clearly that neither her father nor the Ito
family was necessarily Charlie’s opponent.

However, Yuhiko Ito was not aware of this level.



He just felt that Charlie’s strength was better than Yamamoto Kazuki, and better than his
two personal bodyguards, but if you really want to compare with ninjutsu masters,
Charlie must be a bit inferior.

After hearing Nanako’s words, Hiroshi Tanaka was embarrassed and said hurriedly:
“Miss, I understand what you mean, please rest assured, if the president has a conflict
with Mr. Charlie, I will definitely find a way to persuade him.”

Nanako gave a hum, then sighed lightly, and said, “It’s Okay Tanaka, so be it. Just tell
me if you have anything in time.”

Hiroshi Tanaka said in a hurry: “OK eldest lady, then I won’t bother you anymore!”

After hanging up the phone, Nanako held the phone in both hands and looked up at the
sky, feeling sad.

During this period of time, she missed Charlie every day and night, looking forward to
meeting him again, and at the same time, she felt that the chance of seeing him again
was very slim.

But she didn’t expect Charlie to come to Japan!

Before, Charlie was separated from her by the sea, she was on this side of the sea, and
Charlie was on the other side of the sea.

Now, Charlie and her are on the same land, only more than 400 kilometers apart. If she
drives, she can get there in four or five hours; if she takes the Shinkansen, it will be
more than two hours.

When she thought of Charlie, who was thinking about it all night, only a few hours’ drive
away from him, Nanako really wanted to see him.

However, when she thinks about her inconvenience now, it will inevitably be known by
her father when she sees him in Tokyo, and she can only give up this idea unwillingly.

At this time, the dense dark clouds in the sky quietly dispersed at some point, and one
after another star gradually emerged from the cloud.



Nanako sighed and said to herself: “It seems that there should be no snow tonight.”

After that, she put away the mobile phone, controlled the wheelchair with both hands,
left the deserted yard, and returned to her room.

With the help of the maid, Nanako soaked in the hot spring for a while.

The pain in her body is still very serious, almost 24 hours, suffering from pain all the
time.

Originally, the doctor advised her to wear an analgesic pump. The analgesic pump is a
device that can automatically infuse fluids at a constant rate and can continuously push
pain medications into her veins.

Generally speaking, people who have been severely injured or who have just had an
operation should wear an analgesic pump, which can relieve pain to a great extent.

But Nanako has been reluctant to use it.

That’s because the painkillers will cause certain damage to her nerves. Once the
painkillers have been used for a long time, it will be more difficult for her to recover in
the future, and it is very likely that she will be an invalid who can no longer practice
martial arts.

Therefore, she has been clenching her teeth and insisting, relying on tenacious
willpower to resist physical pain.

The natural hot spring in the mansion is taken from the underground hot spring eye. It is
rich in minerals and rich in selenium, which is of great benefit to the body and can
relieve body pain to a certain extent.

But because her body is still injured, she can’t soak in the hot spring for a long time, no
more than one hour a day, so Nanako’s happiest time every day is the time in the hot
spring.

Soaking her body in the hot spring, Nanako couldn’t help but think of Charlie again.



She remembered how she was looking for him in the villa area where Charlie lived with
the shyness of a girl.

Chapter 1684

At that time, she was nervous as a little quail in front of him.

When she was at a loss, he gave Charlie a cup of milk tea in his hand, and lied that she
was going to drink it, but he did not expect that he actually took a sip of the milk tea.

And just before Charlie drank it, Nanako had just used that straw. That kind of indirect
k!ssing behavior was the most ambiguous thing Nanako had done with a man since she
grew up.

It was also the indirect k!ss that Nanako has been thinking about ever since.

Thinking of Charlie’s appearance, she subconsciously raised her slender fingers and
wrote Charlie in traditional characters on the water.

There were waves of soft water ripples on the water, but she couldn’t keep any of the
strokes she wrote down.

It was this fleeting trace that allowed Nanako to be confident and bold, and write
Charlie’s name on the water again and again without leaving any traces.

This night, Nanako couldn’t sleep for a long time.

This night, the sky in Kyoto gradually cleared.

The heavy snow predicted by the meteorological department did not come.

The early morning weather forecast stated that due to the impact of the air currents, the
heavy snow that was originally expected to fall last night was estimated to be two to
three days later than originally planned.

The snow was delayed, and Nanako was somewhat regretful.



She always felt that this was an expression of God’s unbeauty.

Thinking of Charlie, who was only a few hundred kilometers away from herself, but
couldn’t rush to meet him, a melancholy thought suddenly popped into her heart:

Perhaps, I have no relationship with Charlie!

The next day, Aurous Hill.

Qin Gang rushed to Qin’s warehouse for storing medicinal materials early in the
morning and personally directed the staff to prepare the herbal medicines for Charlie.

Workers at the scene began to pack the boxes in full swing, and he urged on the side:
“All medicinal materials must be checked manually before they are packed to ensure
that the medicinal materials are not loaded incorrectly, there should be no deterioration
or damage, and that the amount of medicinal materials is sufficient. Do you
understood?”

“Understood President Qin!”

A group of employees hurriedly responded.

Qin Gang nodded in satisfaction and continued: “Before this afternoon, be sure to
prepare the first batch of medicines and then send them to the airport. I have already
contacted the air cargo company and will take off at 10 o’clock tonight. The goods will
be delivered to Tokyo!”

At the same time, at the Su family residence in Eastcliff.

For twenty years, the Old Master of the Su family held a morning meeting in the main
hall of the mansion every day.

This morning meeting was just like the early dynasty of the ancient emperor, and the
children of the Su family had to report to the Old Master the progress of various
businesses in the daily morning meeting.

If the father has any orders, he will also announce them at the morning meeting.



The Su family is thriving, and there are more than 30 children and relatives participating
in the morning meeting.

The rules at the meeting are very strict. The Old Master sat down on a half-meter-high
step, facing everyone, very Carden.

Children, grandchildren, and relatives sit in several rows according to their status and
generation.

At this time, Mr. Su was sitting on a chair like a dragon, looking at the children below the
stage, and said in a Carden manner: “The recent international crude oil situation
continues to be turbulent and the global economic downturn has caused international
import and export trade to be affected. Now many ocean shipping companies are
struggling. It is a good time for our Su family to buy bottoms and buck the trend. The
cooperation with the Japanese must be accelerated!”

Chapter 1685

The Su family is a big family that was born in Huizhou, but has been standing in Eastcliff
for a century.

During the Qing Dynasty, when the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom movement swept across
China, the Su family followed the red-top businessman Hu Xueyan and risked his life to
transport arms and grains for the Qing army, which was appreciated by the Qing
government.

After that, the Su family moved to Eastcliff from Huizhou with rich accumulation and
wealth. Since then, the family has been in business for generations and its strength has
been at the forefront of the country.

In the past few decades, the Su family and the Wade family were fighting against each
other. Under the attack of Charlie’s father, Changying, they were already slightly tired,
but after Changying’s death at young age, the Su family immediately stepped on the
Wade family. Became the first in the country.

The Old Master of the Su family, named Chengfeng Su, was named after Su Shi’s
famous “Inscription on the Forest Wall”.



As the saying goes:

Viewed horizontally as ridges and peaks on the sides, the distances are different.

Don’t know the true face of Mount Lu, only because I am on this mountain.

Chengfeng is named after this.

Chengfeng is sixty in his seventies this year. Although he is not very old, he is no longer
a man in his prime age.

It stands to reason that his life has been considered a success, but he is still not
satisfied.

He hopes to lay a solid foundation for the Su family before he retires. At the very least,
to realize the long-cherished wish of “1 is greater than 2+3”.

Since ancient times, no one in the business field can truly dominate.

The true meaning of the so-called 1 is greater than 2+3 refers to the sum of the family
ranked first, the overall strength is greater than the family ranked second, and the family
ranked third.

To be more specific, it is equivalent that the Su Family’s comprehensive strength is
greater than the combined strength of the Wade Family and the Gu Family.

In this way, even if the second-ranked and third-ranked join forces to fight against them,
they don’t have to worry at all.

Only in this way, the Su family can truly sit back and relax.

Now, the gap between the Su family and the Wade family is indeed getting wider, but if
you want to truly achieve 1 greater than 2+3, there is still a gap of at least a few
hundred billion in assets.

Therefore, the Su family is now actively seeking breakthroughs overseas, hoping to
realize this ambition in one fell swoop.



As long as this goal is achieved, Eastcliff will no longer have the concept of three big
families. Instead, it is the new pattern of the Su family that despises the heroes.

Therefore, Chengfeng attaches great importance to this shipping business.

Hearing that the Old Master attaches great importance to ocean transportation, one of
the heirs of the Su family couldn’t help but show off in front of him: “Grandpa, grandson
feel that the development of the world economy has encountered considerable
resistance now, and all countries have import and export trades. Great contraction. don’t
know when foreign trade will fully recover. In this case, if you bet on ocean shipping, the
risk is still very high. It is very likely that you will copy the bottom half of the mountain.
So grandson advises you to think twice. Then go!”

“Think twice?” Chengfeng snorted coldly and ignored him. Instead, he looked at the
middle-aged man next to him and sternly reprimanded: “Fifth, how did you discipline
your son? He hasn’t grown well, so he dares to question here. My decision, is it true that
I am useless, old, and still able to eat?”

The fifth son is Holden Su, the fifth son of Mr. Su.

The Su family has five sons and two daughters.

Holden is the fifth son of Father Su and the last of the seven children.

The young man who just spoke was Normen Su, the youngest son of Holden.

Normen is just eighteen years old this year, and is considered an academic genius. Last
year, he was admitted to Harvard University on his own strength.


